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CharterUP today announced it
ranked 8th on Deloitte’s
Technology Fast 500™, a ranking
of the 500 fastest growing
technology, media,
telecommunications, life
sciences and energy tech
companies in North America.
CharterUP CEO Armir Harris
credits CharterUP’s growth on its
continued investment in
customer service and
technology. “We are honored to
rank on Deloitte’s Technology Fast 500™. It’s humbling to see how much we’ve grown in such a short
amount of time. We’ve processed hundreds of millions of dollars of trips on our platform and that number
keeps increasing,” Harris said.
“No one has ever built a transparent motorcoach marketplace like CharterUP. We’re creating an ‘Expedia for
buses.’ In one stop, customers can visit our platform, request quotes and see all the bus options in their area
right away. There was clearly a hunger in the market for the type of aggregation and booking service
CharterUP provides,” Harris continued.

To be eligible for Deloitte’s Tech Fast 500 recognition, companies must own proprietary intellectual
property or technology that is sold to customers in products that contribute to a majority of the company's
operating revenues.
While this marks CharterUp’s first appearance on the Deloitte Fast 500 list, it has seen consistent revenue
growth every year since its inception. “We created CharterUP as a way for bus operators to regain their
market share online,” Harris said. “It’s exciting to see our technology embraced.”
About CharterUP
CharterUP is the leading charter bus reservation platform. CharterUP works with 1,000+ bus operators
across North America to create an online marketplace for charter bus and shuttle transportation. It is the
first and only marketplace to provide real-time data, which allows travelers to charter buses within 60
seconds. CharterUP also offers shuttle service options through its proprietary advanced shuttle
management system. Clients such as universities, government agencies and corporations are able to track
buses and view real-time bus pricing, ratings and amenities from multiple providers simultaneously.
CharterUP's platform technology is the first in the private bus industry, significantly transforming the
client experience.
CharterUP is based in Atlanta, GA. To learn more, please visit us at CharterUP.com and on LinkedIn.
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